For Immediate Release

Tony Itodo completes PM Research Internship

Recent graduate of the Federal University of Technology Akure in Nigeria completes PM World Library research internship

11 May 2020 – Ondo State, Nigeria and Dallas, TX, USA – PM World has announced that Tony Itodo, a recent graduate of the Federal University of Technology Akure (FUTA) in Ondo State, Nigeria has successfully completed a PM World Library project management research internship.


According to PM World Library Director David Pells, “Tony Itodo performed some excellent research for us in early 2019. He then took a break for family reasons, returning this year to finish the internship with an intense effort. Six of his last seven research results were resources related to a career in project management, which many others will find useful.”

According to Tony, “Thank you for the opportunity to both learn more through the research as well as connect with some real experts in project management. The internship increased my understanding of project management as well as what it means to work in this field. I am ready to go to work now.”

Pells added, “Tony showed good perseverance, a trait needed on many challenging projects today. His work for us was excellent. I wish him good luck on his future projects and fully expect him to be successful.”

PM World offers virtual project management research internships to university students worldwide who are studying at recognized universities. Internships offer students an opportunity to research specific program/project management topics, network with other interns, gain visibility and enhance their CVs. Interns also receive five years of free PMWL membership. To see participating university interns, go to http://pmworldlibrary.net/university-interns/

To see Tony Itodo’s research results, visit his intern showcase page at https://pmworldlibrary.net/tony-obande-itodo/
To learn more about the PM World research internship, go to http://pmworldlibrary.net/students/ and scroll down to “internships” or contact info2@pmworldlibrary.net

The PM World Library (PMWL) is a global resource for continuous learning in programme and project management. The PMWL is administered by PM World, which also produces the monthly PM World Journal (PMWJ), a global resource for sharing knowledge related to portfolio, program and project management (P/PM). To see the latest edition of the PMWJ, go to https://pmworldjournal.com/. To learn more, visit https://pmworldlibrary.net/.